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ABOUT US
The JADA Group of Companies comprises a collective range of expertise
within construction, development and civil engineering, culminating in over
forty years of building experience with the ability to offer the very best in
building techniques and an uncompromising approach to quality and customer
satisfaction.
Through a comprehensive suite of services which encompasses the full project
lifecycle from construction to maintenance, we are uniquely positioned within
Barbados as a one-stop shop for commercial and private construction needs of
all scales.
Some of our most influential projects include CGI Tower, Barbados Judicial
Centre, Schooner Bay, Coral Cove, and the renowned award-winning Port St.
Charles Marina and Portico. Within the last seven years, we also developed our
own portfolio of high-end properties, namely, Saint Peter’s Bay, Palazzate and
Port Ferdinand Marina.
As we continue to grow through the strong commitment, innovation and
tireless efforts of our team of quality people, we remain committed to
becoming the Caribbean’s leading multidisciplinary organisation.

Industries

& SECTORS

HOSPITALITY
JADA Group’s multidisciplinary development team has
extensive experience in hotel development, project
management, design, planning and construction. It is this
seasoned experience that has built the formation for JADA
Group’s forward-thinking consulting services specific to
hotel development projects; from conceptualization to fullservice operations, the entire product lifecycle is addressed.
With over forty years of experience, JADA Group has the
ability to develop all hotel segments – including resort, fullservice, self-catering, and extended stay. Our approach
begins with delivering thorough industry relevant analyses
by focusing on market trends, competitors, target group, site
research, and construction feasibility.
JADA Group also lends consultancy assistance in
architectural and interior design, as well as providing
functional assistance and design management to address the
specific requirements linked to the successful operations and
functionality of the hotel project.

Through the development of acclaimed resorts Port

Throughout every project, we apply this expertise

St. Charles, Saint Peter’s Bay, and Port Ferdinand,

to the development, redevelopment and

JADA Group has earned a reputation for delivering

management of both independent and branded

one-of-a-kind accommodations with superior

hotels. JADA Group’s track record of successfully

customer service and operating margins. Our

financing, developing and operating a portfolio of

legacy in the hotel development industry has

independent hotels allows us to approach every

fostered unparalleled expertise, enabling us to meet,

project with an uncommon perspective while

and then surpass, all service and financial objectives.

offering a wide range of possible solutions.

RESIDENTIAL

JADA Group continues to thrive within the local
construction industry through its expansive work across
Barbados’ finest luxury communities and homes. Our
company takes tremendous pride in its reputation for
crafting unique homes through thorough planning,
unrivaled quality of construction, and meticulous detail.
Through this approach, JADA Group has had the
opportunity to build in the most prestigious South Coast and
West Coast villas. For exceptional value and a home that
truly complements one’s lifestyle and personality, the JADA
Group, has been the choice of discerning buyers for over
four decades.

At JADA Group, we believe that the creation of great
architecture is due to the cohesive partnership between
client, architect and builder; with all parties having passion,
drive and integrity for all aspects of the project. We seek to
both fulfil the client’s expectations and significantly impact
the Barbadian architectural landscape.
Our highly experienced team have a reputation for quality,
detail and integrity. This coupled with our ongoing
commitment to professional administration and
management systems, allows us to ensure our clients
expectations are met and exceeded throughout the process
of delivering their new home.

COMMERCIAL

JADA Group is also a leader in commercial construction.
Our expertise ranges from tenant improvements to complex
office towers, service stations, airport facilities and more.
JADA Group delivers a full suite of commercial construction
services for office, industrial, healthcare, and retail clients.
We help clients optimize their building design criteria
through a triple bottom line approach of people, planet and
profit, for both planned new and existing facilities. We
understand the balance between great design and
constructability to successfully meet our clients’ current
sustainability goals.
Our team of commercial construction experts provides new
construction, tenant improvement, and construction
management services throughout Barbados.

COMMERCIAL SERVICES
• Pre-construction Consulting
• New Commercial Construction
• Tenant Improvements
• Design/Build
• Additions/Expansion
• Complete Renovations

INFRASTRUCTURE

We are industry leaders in the provision of infrastructure
development for projects pioneered between both public
and private sectors. Our services on major schemes can be
delivered direct or as part of a consortium with the aim of
ensuring improved public services.
We have experience in managing and delivering complex
investment bids in key growth- sectors – including
highways, water, healthcare, building and civil engineering.
Our expertise in project management and design- combined
with our construction knowledge, innovative approach and
operational know-how – enable us to deliver safe, reliable
and cost-effective solutions.
Throughout every project we work closely with clients,
partners and our supply teams to deliver real value and create
lasting relationships

Subsidiaries

C ONC RE T E ,
A SPHA L T &
A G G REG A T ES
CEMIX is a Barbadian concrete company that specializes in the design and
production of various types of concrete. A state-of-the-art concrete plant,
CEMIX is capable of unrivalled production and accuracy rates in the
concrete industry. The plant is the only one of its kind in the region and is
also the only wet mix plant in Barbados.
At CEMIX we provide a range of concrete mixes for a variety of
commercial and residential applications. These include performance based
mix designs, waterproofed concrete and fibre reinforced concrete for use in
buildings, houses, roads and pavements. From design to delivery, our
technologists customize your concrete according to your specific
requirements.
Everything we do at CEMIX, from the way we approach our projects to
how we view ourselves as part of the Barbadian community, we have built
on a strong foundation of our values. We are dedicated to the use of
innovation and technology, focusing on service excellence and expertise
with a commitment to our community.

EQU I PMENT
RE NT A L S
INFRA Equipment Rentals Ltd. boasts one of the largest plant holdings
in Barbados, offering management and maintenance through the
supporting Team. The plant and workshop team collectively have more
than one hundred years of infield and offsite service experience
maintaining, servicing and running everything from heavy equipment to
small plant. INFRA Rentals has subsequently capitalized on this extensive
experience in order to promote in-house plan and equipment sales.
INFRA RENTALS PROVIDES AN EXTENSIVE RANGE OF RENTAL PRODUCTS IN THE
FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT CATEGORIES.
• AERIAL EQUIPMENT
• AIR TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
• COMPACTION TOOLS & EQUIPMENT
• CONCRETE & MASONRY
• EARTH MOVING
• FACILITY MAINTENANCE
• GARDEN & LANDSCAPE
• GENERAL CONSTRUCTION
• TRUCKS & VEHICLES

The company is also the local sales distributor for small industry equipment
manufactured by Bosch, Lackman, Criton, Euclid, Genie Lifts, Robin
Suburau Generators and more.

CIVIL
ENG I NEERI NG
INFRA Inc. is one of the region’s leading civil engineering contractors
with a proactive approach and the ability to recognize future trends and
industry opportunities. This combination, promotes adaptability to
changing markets and a capacity to execute our projects with high
proficiency, even on the most demanding projects. The outcome of this
formula ensures that INFRA Inc. continually complete even the most
complex of projects faster and better than our competitors and at a quality
that exceeds the industry norm.
INFRA Inc. is strengthened by its team of Infrastructure Specialists who
pride themselves on their steadfast commitment to providing a world-class
service. Infra Inc. is able to provide innovative solutions in road building,
coastal construction, bridge constructions and foundations, a factor
fundamental to the company’s growing success.
• MARINE AND COASTAL WORKS
• SURFACING AND ASPHALT
• UTILITIES AND SERVICES
• DIRECTIONAL DRILLING AND PIPE BURSTING
• DIRECTIONAL DRILLING AND TRENCHLESS CONSTRUCTION

I NF ORMA T I ON
T EC HNOL OG Y
Corporate Computing Incorporated (CCI) was founded in June 2000
with the primary purpose being to provide computer and network services
to the JADA Group’s growing clientele. Since then, CCI has grown in
scope and size and now acts as a Managed IT Services Provider offering
information technology management services and IT Consulting to
residential and commercial clients in Barbados.
CCI offers value-driven solutions to manage and operate IT
infrastructure using our advanced IT service management (ITSM)
capabilities, automated toolsets, and skilled technologists. The company
delivers solutions in a variety of areas including: structured cabling, fuel and
fleet management systems and software, remote access control, security
cameras and wireless networking.
CCI’s overall objective is to deliver IT support solutions that provide
exceptional value, innovation, assurance, and integrity. The company
also offers consulting services to clients and businesses in complex
information technology environments who battle with managing their
own technology and owes its success to taking a customer-first approach in
everything they do.

RE NOV A T I ONS &
MA I NT E NA NC E

JADA Improvements is a leading small contractor in Barbados
specializing in minor works, building extensions and property
maintenance. Over the last few years, this subdivision of the Group has
quickly developed a reputation for delivering top quality service to our
clients in the residential and commercial property markets. The company’s
core services include construction, renovations, refurbishments, repairs,
maintenance and home improvement.
The company which was initially launched to support the Group’s minor
contracts has now acquired a solid clientele of its own.
JADA IMPROVEMENTS KEY SERVICE OFFERINGS INCLUDE:
•
BASIC CONSTRUCTION
•
•

PLANNED PREVENTATIVE MAINTENANCE
EMERGENCY REPAIRS

•
•

BUILDING INSPECTIONS
PROPERTY CONDITION SURVEYS

•
•

BUILDING RENOVATIONS
BUILDING REFURBISHMENTS

•

HOME IMPROVEMENT

WOODWORK &
J OI NERY
Millworks Inc. has been in existence for over fifteen years and over the
last half of this period offers full turn-key design and fabrication services in
high-end bespoke cabinetry and joinery. The workshop employs in excess
of thirty artisans and is led by a small design and management team
boasting over forty years of collective experience in producing high end
woodwork.
With a focus on selecting the very best joining specialists in Barbados,
the Millworks team is able to design, produce and install the very best in
high end bespoke cabinetry and furniture, products which are currently
installed within many of the premium property offerings around the island.

MILLWORKS INC. BESPOKE PRODUCTS INCLUDE:
•
•

DOORS & WINDOWS
BUILT-IN CLOSETS

•

KITCHENS

•

BATHROOMS

•
•

OUTDOOR LIVING
MOULDINGS & ARCHITRAVES

Millworks Inc. works with a variety of materials and timbers both exotic
and traditional, and is able to provide their products in a variety of finishes.

OPERA T I ONS &
MA NA G E ME NT

UNNA Luxury Resorts & Residences is an authentic Barbadian brand
developed and designed as a management services company to assist and
facilitate all activities and services for Port Ferdinand, Saint Peter’s Bay &
Palazzate. Its core purpose is to personalize the Group’s resort services and
guest experiences to meet and exceed visitors increasing expectations, as
well as, to provide in-house guest serves and support which are unrivalled.
The UNNA brand is committed to excellence and aspires to be the region’s
leading independent luxury Residence Resort brand.
UNNA Luxury Resorts & Residences also comprises a second division,
UNNA Living, which is dedicated to residential sales aspect of the
properties and units within UNNA’s portfolio. This way, UNNA is able to
maximize the return on investment to the developer through strategic
management of the sales and marketing process, including relocation
assistance, property management and a rental guarantee.

OUR COMMUNITY INVOLVEMENT
At JADA Group, we recognize that everything we do has an impact on people and the

Our support has allowed these charities to expand their reach into our

environment. We believe that contributing to the economic, environmental, and social

communities and provide a meaningful impact to our fellow citizens.

well-being of the communities where we live and work is not only our responsibility
but our duty.

Our wide-ranging activities support many local and national organizations
including the Variety Club of Barbados, the Nightingale’s Children’s Home,

We are committed to supporting the public and private sectors in addressing unique

and JADA One Idea campaign which offered funding of up to $50,000 to one

community needs. With our expansive reach across Barbados, we strive to ensure a

imaginative, progressive community improvement project in Barbados.

deep and meaningful connection to our communities. Our aim is to align our
philanthropic interests with people who are committed to driving change and building

We also provide a number of internships and apprenticeships within our

a better nation.

business to encourage young people to consider the many possibilities for a
career in construction.

We take a holistic approach to our community projects and programmes and have
formed lasting partnerships with national charities, community centres and
institutional bodies. Over the last few years, we have provided donor support to a wide
cross-section of charities and community groups in Barbados.

C AN C ER SU PPORT
Through Cemix, we work to bring awareness and support for public
testing to Breast Cancer (2014-2015), Childhood Cancers (2016-2018)
and Prostate Cancer (2019-current) - supporting women, children and
men respectively donating over $150,000 to date to the Barbados Cancer
Society.

C H I L DREN
Through Infra Equipment Rentals, we are dedicated to the development
of the nation's stars - our children.
We work closely with various arts, sports and educational programmes and
schools to ensure the leaders of tomorrow, have the resources they need
today.

C OM M U N I TY G ROU PS
Under The JADA Group, we have fostered relationships with community
groups and small businesses across Barbados.
Whether providing equipment, labour, resources or monetary support, we
consider each of these groups a part of the One Jada Family.

INFO@JADAGROUP.COM
+1 (246) 439-9242
SPRING HALL, ST LUCY, BARBADOS
JADAGROUP.COM
/THEJADAGROUP

